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Abstract. An explicit bound is given for a solution elf the DOL sequence equivalence problem; that 
is, given two DOL systems G1 and Ga, we compute ;:xplicitly a positive integer constant C( G1, G2) 
such that the sequences generated by G1 and G2 are equal if and only if the corresponding first 
C(G1, G2) elements of the sequences are equal. 
1. Introduction 
The DOL sequence quivalence problem was first solved in [l]. In [2] a consider- 
ably simpler solution of this problem is presented. In this note we show that the 
solution method from [Z] allows one to compute the explicit bound on how long one 
has to compare two DOL sequences before deciding whether or not they are equal. It 
seems that the method from [l] does not allow one to compute explicitly such a 
bound. 
This note is a companion of [2] in the sense that it assumes the thorough familiarity 
with [2] and it uses the terminology and the notation from 12). The only additional 
notation we need is that of maw h which for a homomorphism h on X* stands for 
max{la,I: h(b) = CY for a letter 6 in 2). 
2. The result 
First of all we need the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let G1 = (2, hl, o) anld GZ = (2, h2, w) be two elementaryDO1~ systems with 
$f’(G1) =a&?, C& . . . and E’(G2) ==w&?, w\*‘, . . . . Let n y= 
h& s = 1~1, r be the constant separating short states 
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states in AhI,hz (it is called ro in point (iii) of the proof of Lemma 4.3 in [2] and can 
easily be bounded using constants n, m and s only) and let q = 2n rr Let # be a function 
from N’ into N+ defined by 4(x) =sm P -+x. Then %‘(Gl) = 8(G2) if and only if 
01 
ai z= wf2” for 0~ 1 s u, where u = ($q(q))“8’(q). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if a!.,!’ = of), then for every v 2 u, u!!) = oz*‘. 
Let 81, I&, . . . be a sequence approximating Ahl,hz defined as follows (recall that 
Ahl.h2 = A 
(11 
h I, 9 Ai% 19 2 Ir 29 l l l )* 
(1) & = Ai1Lk2, i.e., it consists of all the short states of AhI,h2. 
(2) Let &v be the first element of g(C;,) that does not belong to T(&). Assume 
that 06 E MID(hI, h2) and let & results from BI, by adding to it a path from AhI,h2 
traversed by WV!. 
(3) Define the sequence (ki) as follows. Let w(ki) be the first element of $(Gl) 
which do not belong to T(Bi). If oii’ E MID(hl, h2), let Bi+l results from Bi by 
adding to it a path from Ahl,hz traversed by 0::‘. 
We first conclude that the sequence (ki) is finite. Let Bl be the last automaton 
defined. Then L(G& MID(ha, h2) if and only if L(G& T(B,). Furthermore xkl is 
defined if and only if L(GI) g T(Bi). Thus 8(G1) f $(G2) if and only if xka is defined 
and therefore it is suffcient to find an upper bound for kl (if it is defined). Let us 
estimate 1 first. 
(i) lS2ii’. 
Proof of (i). Note that in A hl,h2 each Ehort state which has a transition to a long state 
and can lead back to a short state gives rise to a unique trace (path) in &,h2. Hence 
the number of these paths is bounded by the number of short states which is clearly 
bounded by 2n’. But each B i+ 1 results from Bi by adding one such path to Bi. Hence 
the bound. 
Let d(Bi) denote the number of states in Bi. 
iji) d(B& 2n*. 
Proof of (ii). Obvious. 
(iii> ki s d(Bi)ndfBi) (if ki is defined). 
proof of (iii). Let us consider the sequence of automata Ti = Bi, (Bi)j,, (Bi)hz, . . I (see 
the notation from the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [2]). Then ki is the smallest integer j
such that oL T((Bi)h{). However,, the number of all different automata in the 
sequence 7i cannot exceed d(Bi)“dfS’l and hence the bound. 
(iv) d(Bi+t) S smd’Bi’“d(8i’ + d(Bi). 
Proof of (iv). Going from Bi to B i+ 1 we get @ki to be in T(Bi+l). In other words oki 
gives rise to a trace starting with qin then coming to a short state from which a unique 
path leads through the sequence of long states (which were not in BJ!) and come 
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back to a short state (which was in &). Thus we added no more than lakr 1 new states to 
lBi to obtain &+I. Hence d(Bi+l)slmk,I+d(Bi). But Io~~Ics~~~ and SO d(Bi+l)c 
smk, + d(Bi). 
Combining this with (iii) we get 
d(Bi+l) s sm d(Bi)nd(Bi’ + d (Bi). 
(v) Now we complete the proof of the lemma as follows. From (iv) WC ‘lave that 
d(Bi+l) s Y(d(Bi)), hence from (i) it follows that d(BI) s s2”‘(2nr). Then from (iii) 
it follows that 
Hence the lemma holds. 
Theorem. Let G1 = (2, hl, W) and G2 = (2, ha, m j be two DOL systems with 8(Glj = 
&#’ (1) , &tJl . . . and $( G2) = u:*‘, o\*), . . . I Let n = #.X9 fi = maXi=&(maxr h1 j*‘, 
(IllhlaiW h*)*‘}, S=IIlaXiG2~{lh’f(o)l, lh2i( )I> 2 o , r’is defined analogously to the way that I 
is defined in the statement of Lemma 1 except hat one replaces hl by maxi&h 1) and 
h2 by maxi,2n{h:} and let 4’ = 2nF. Let @ be a function from N’ into N’ defined by 
b(x) = $&xnx +x. Then 8(GI) = 8(G2) if and only if w!” = o!*) for 0~ i s u, where 
u =($v(q))n@~(Q)+2n q. 
Proof. This follows directly from our Lemma 1, Theorem 6.2 and its proof in [2’1 and 
from Lemma 7.1 in [2]. 
Remark. Clearly, we realize that the explicit bound we provide is awfully big, The 
aim of this note was to show that the method of solving the DOL equivalence! 
problems presented in [2] allows one to compute such a bound. One should amindl 
here that the common conjecture is that such a bound equals 2n, where n is the size off 
the alphabet involved (see, e.g., [3]). 
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Added in proof 
. 
We were informed by Dr. K. Culik II that using results and proofs from 
(1) K. Culik, II, On the decidability of the sequence equivalence problem f~ 
OL-systems, nteoret. Comput. Sci. (1976) 75-W and 
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(2) A. Ehrenfeucht and G. Rozenberg, Every two equivalent DOL systems have a 
regular true envelope, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 10 (1980) 45-52, 
one can establish a bound similar to one presented in this paper. 
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